1. How much do those peaches costs asked Sydney

2. Do you want the Denver Broncos to win do you want the Carolina Panthers to win

3. Circle the prefix and/or suffix. Write the base word on the line.
   - disgraceful __________  preschool_________  strong __________

4. Create a sentence using the suffix less.

5. Write the possessive form of the words below.
   - girls __________  girl __________  church __________
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1. Kendra happily opened her birthday gifts

2. Did you bring your book pencil back pack

3. Create a sentence using the prefix re.

4. Write the correct contraction for the words below.
   - I would _________  you have _________  would not _________

5. Which word means having dirt?
   - dirtful  dirtier  dirty  dirtiless
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. the bull frog eated moths crayfish and wormes

2. what's rong with the car asked missy

3. Circle the subject. Underline the predicate. Draw a box around the verb.
   Landon's dog played with the ball.

4. Write a sentence using the possessive form of cats.

5. Circle the words that are not spelled correctly.
   you'v harmless babys cheerfull shopping runing

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. youl have too pik a difrent seat said the teacher

2. stop the sillyness yelled my mom

3. Write a sentence using the **abbreviation** for *mister* and **quotation marks**.

4. Add *s, ed*, and *ing* to the word in ( ). Write the answers below. (**hike**)  

5. Write synonyms for the words below.  
   soft ___________ nice ___________ scared ___________
Find the word **meager** in the dictionary and complete the steps below.

Definition: ________________________________________________

Part of speech for your definition: ____________________________

Synonyms: ________________________________________________

Syllabication: _____________________________________________

Create a sentence using the word:

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Write a paragraph explaining how an (any) animal survives the winter.

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________